Introduction {#s1}
============

Multisensory interaction has been traditionally revealed to take place over a narrowed window time---i.e., within a presumed "temporal window" (Meredith et al., [@B45]; Powers et al., [@B55]; Vroomen and Keetels, [@B79]; Wallace and Stevenson, [@B81]; Gupta and Chen, [@B25]). For example, paired sound/tactile events presented in temporal proximity to paired visual events can alter the perceived interval between the visual stimuli, and hence bias the perception of visual apparent motion (Keetels and Vroomen, [@B38]; Chen et al., [@B11]; Shi et al., [@B61]). The above illusions have been typically known as temporal ventriloquism (Chen and Vroomen, [@B12]). Studies on temporal ventriloquism indeed suggested that crossmodal events appearing in temporal proximities have higher probabilities of "correlation" and even "causation" relations (Ernst and Di Luca, [@B21]; Parise et al., [@B50]). Based on those relations, sensory events with higher functional priorities (such as "precision" in timing) would calibrate/attract the counterpart events (with lower functional appropriateness) from the other modalities, give rise to successful *multisensory integration*. During the integration, multisensory events within a presumed short time window will largely obey the "assumption of unity," in which the coherent representation of multiple events become possible when they have been deemed as coming from a common source (Vatakis and Spence, [@B76], [@B77]; Misceo and Taylor, [@B47]; Chuen and Schutz, [@B15]; Chen and Spence, [@B14]). As a result, the effectiveness of crossmodal interaction is enhanced.

However, the presumed "temporal window" for integration has often been violated in many ecological scenarios. Take an example: upon hearing the whistle of a running car behind us, after a decent long delay, we can know exactly what kind of the "car" is approaching and then make prompt avoidance. This indicates that humans can adaptively use the prior knowledge and employ the temporal/spatial information (including environmental cues associated with the sound) to facilitate the perceptual decision. This daily scenario, however, imposes a great challenge for human perception. How are perceptual grouping and correspondences between events achieved when the crossmodal events are separated both in longer temporal ranges and with larger temporal disparities? Moreover, for the longer temporal range, observers have difficulties in memorizing all the events and the processing of the sensory properties (including time information) would probably exceed their working memory capacities (Cowan, [@B17]; Klemen et al., [@B40]; Klemen and Chambers, [@B41]; Cohen et al., [@B16]). Therefore, the efficiency of crossmodal interaction will be reduced accordingly. The complex timing scenario as well as the challenge for time cognition also stems from the variance of the multiple time intervals. In short temporal range (such as around 2 s), human observers could discriminate the short temporal intervals when the coefficient of variance (i.e., "CV," the ratio of the interval deviation to its baseline value) is less than 0.3. The discrimination ability is greatly reduced when the CV is above 0.3 (Allan, [@B2]; Getty, [@B23]; Penney et al., [@B51]).

To cope with the above constraints, human observers adopt one of the efficient perceptual strategies---"ensemble coding" to process the mean properties of multiple events. For example, people can extract the mean rhythm of a given sound sequence and use this information to allocate visual attention and facilitate the detection of target events (Miller et al., [@B46]). Recent studies have shown that this averaging process is highly dependent on the temporal reference. The temporal reference included the generally global time interval before the onset of target event(s), the variabilities of the multiple intervals and the critical information of the last interval (Jones and McAuley, [@B36]; Acerbi et al., [@B1]; Cardinal, [@B10]; Karaminis et al., [@B37]). One compelling example is the central tendency effect within the broader framework of Bayesian optimization (Jazayeri and Shadlen, [@B35]; Shi et al., [@B62]; Shi and Burr, [@B60]; Roach et al., [@B58]), whereby incorporating the mean of the statistical distribution in the estimation would assimilate the estimates toward the mean (Jazayeri and Shadlen, [@B35]; Burr et al., [@B9]; Karaminis et al., [@B37]). For example, the estimation of a target property, such as the duration of an event, is assimilated toward to the mean duration of previously encountered target events (i.e., event history) (Nakajima et al., [@B48]; Burr et al., [@B9]; Shi et al., [@B62]; Roach et al., [@B58]). The central tendency effect indicates that human observers exploit predictive coding using the averaged sensory properties (Shi and Burr, [@B60]). The predictive coding framework states that the brain produces a Bayesian estimate of the environment (Friston, [@B22]). A strong mismatch between the prediction and the actual sensory input leads to an update of the internal model, and could trigger observable changes in perceptual decision. During this updating, attentional process can be considered as a form of predictive coding to establish an expectation of the moments in time until the task-relevant, to be integrated stimulus inputs arrive (Klemen and Chambers, [@B41]). On the other hand, the temporal reference (including temporal window) for crossmodal interaction is flexible by perceptual training (Powers et al., [@B55], [@B54]), repeated exposure (adaptation) to the sensory stimuli (Mégevand et al., [@B44]), or recalibration process through experience (Sugano et al., [@B65], [@B66], [@B67]; Bruns and Röder, [@B7]; Habets et al., [@B26]). The flexibility of temporal window has also been shown to be shaped by the individual differences (Hillock et al., [@B32]; Stevenson et al., [@B64], [@B63]; Lewkowicz and Flom, [@B42]; Chen et al., [@B13]; Hillock-Dunn et al., [@B33]).

Time perception is intrinsically related with attention and memory (Block and Gruber, [@B5]). Attention has been revealed to act as an essential cognitive faculty in integrating information in the multisensory mind (Duncan et al., [@B20]; Talsma et al., [@B68], [@B69]; Donohue et al., [@B19], [@B18]; Tang et al., [@B70]). (Selective) attention improves the efficiency of pooling task-relevant information - multiple (complex) properties (Buchan and Munhall, [@B8]; Li et al., [@B43]). Withdrawing attention has been shown in other tasks/paradigms to degrade the representation of individual sensory properties (Alsius et al., [@B4], [@B3]). In the central tendency effect, observers processed task-relevant sensory properties to obtain the subsequent perceptual decision. However, whether/how attentional modulation would deplete the limited attentional resources for ensemble coding and hence play a role in the crossmodal assimilation, has not been empirically examined.

Therefore, in the present study, we aimed to examine how the temporal reference and the attentional processing would affect the crossmodal assimilation. We adopted "temporal ventriloquism effect" with visual Ternus display. We investigated how the temporal configurations between an auditory sequence (with multiple inter-intervals) and the visual Ternus display (with one interval) modulate the visual apparent-motion percepts. Ternus display can elicit two distinct percepts of visual apparent motion: "element" motion or "group" motion, determined by the visual inter-stimulus-interval (ISI~V~) between the two display frames (with other stimulus settings being fixed). Element motion is typically observed with short ISI~V~ (e.g., of 50 ms), and group motion with long ISI~V~ (e.g., of 230ms) (Ternus, [@B71]; Shi et al., [@B61]) (see Supplement 1 for visual animation of Ternus display). Previously we have shown that when two beeps were presented in temporal proximity to, or synchronously with, the two visual frames respectively, the beeps can systematically bias the transitional threshold of visual apparent motion (Shi et al., [@B61]). Here we extended the Ternus temporal ventriloquism paradigm to investigate the temporal crossmodal ensemble coding. We implemented five experiments to address this issue. Experiments 1 and 2 examined the role of temporal window- interval gap between the offset of sound sequence and the onset of target Ternus display, to show the temporal constraints of central tendency effect. Experiment 3 compared the central tendency effect with the recency effect, by manipulating both the mean auditory interval and the last auditory interval. In Experiment 4, we fixed the last interval to be equal to the transitional threshold of perceiving element vs. group motion in the pretest, and manipulated the mean auditory inter-interval to show a genuine central tendency effect during crossmodal assimilation. In Experiment 5, we implemented dual-tasks and asked observers to perform the visual Ternus task while fulfilling a concurrent task of counting oddball sounds. Overall, the current results revealed that crossmodal central tendency effect is subject to the temporal reference (including the length of global time interval, the mean interval and the last interval for a given sound sequence) but less dependent on attentional modulation.

Materials and methods {#s2}
=====================

Participants
------------

A total of 60 participants (14, 13, 7, 12, 14 in Experiments 1--5), ages ranging from 18 to 33 years, took part in the main experiments. A *post-hoc* power estimation has shown the statistical powers are generally approaching or above 0.8 for the given sample sizes. All observers had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and reported normal hearing. The experiments were performed in compliance with the institutional guidelines set by the Academic Affairs Committee, School of Psychological and Cognitive Sciences, Peking University. The protocol was approved by the Committee for Protecting Human and Animal Subjects, School of Psychological and Cognitive Sciences, Peking University. All participants gave written informed consent in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki, and were paid for their time on a basis of 40 CNY/hour, i.e., 6.3 US dollars/hour.

Apparatus and stimuli
---------------------

The experiments were conducted in a dimly lit (luminance: 0.09 cd/m^2^) room. Visual stimuli were presented at the center of a 22-inch CRT monitor (FD 225P) at a screen resolution of 1024 × 768 pixels and a refresh rate of 100 Hz. Viewing distance was 57 cm, maintained by using a chin rest. A Ternus display consisted of two stimulus frames, each containing two black discs (l0.30 cd/m^2^; disc diameter and separation between discs: 1.6° and 3° of visual angle, respectively) presented on a gray background (16.3 cd/m^2^). The two frames shared one element location at the center of the monitor, while containing two other elements located at horizontally opposite positions relative to the center (see Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Each frame was presented for 30ms; the inter-stimulus interval (ISI~V~) between the two frames was randomly selected from the range of 50--230ms, with a step size of 30ms.

![Stimuli configurations for the four experiments. **(A)** Ternus display: two alternative motion percepts of the Ternus display---"element" motion for the short ISIs, with the middle black dot perceived as remaining static while the outer dots are perceived to move from one side to the other. "Group" motion for long ISIs, with the two dots perceived as moving in tandem. The auditory sequence consisted of 6 to 8 beeps (with 7 beeps as the most frequent cases). The Ternus display, with 50 to 230ms interval between the two frames, was followed by a blank interval of 150ms to the offset of the last beep in the short time window condition (the total interval length from the onset of the first beep to the onset of the first visual Ternus frame was less than 2.4 s), and 3.2 s in the long time window condition. In both the short and long window conditions, two beeps were synchronously paired with two visual Ternus frames. **(B)** The configuration was nearly the same as in **(A)**, but for the short window condition, the two frames followed immediately with the last beep. **(C)** The competition between the mean interval in temporal window and the last auditory interval upon the visual Ternus motion. The mean auditory inter-intervals/last auditory intervals could be longer (transition threshold + 70ms) or shorter (transition threshold −70ms) than the threshold between the element---and group---motion percept. The lengths for both short and long time windows were the same as in **(A)**. **(D)** Two types of auditory sequences with five auditory intervals were composed: one with its geometric mean 70ms shorter than the transition threshold of the visual Ternus motion ("Short" condition), and the other with its geometric mean 70ms longer than the transitional threshold ("Long" condition). The last auditory interval before the onset of Ternus display was fixed at the individual "transitional threshold" for both sequences. **(E)** The configuration was similar as in C but the sound sequence had up to two oddball sounds (500 Hz, here we showed two oddball sounds with red labels). The remaining regular sounds were of 1,000 Hz (including the two beeps synchronous with the two visual frames).](fncom-12-00039-g0001){#F1}

Mono sound beeps (1,000 Hz pure tone, 65 dB SPL, 30ms, except in Experiment 5 where pure tones with pitches of either 1,000 Hz or 500 Hz were given) were generated and delivered via an M-Audio card (Delta 1010) to a headset (Philips, SHM1900). No ramps were applied to modulate the shape of the tone envelope. To ensure accurate timing of the auditory and visual stimuli, the duration of the visual stimuli and the synchronization of the auditory and visual stimuli were controlled via the monitor\'s vertical synchronization pulses. The experimental program was written with Matlab (Mathworks Inc.) and the Psychophysics Toolbox (Brainard, [@B6]; Kleiner et al., [@B39]).

Experimental design
-------------------

### Practice

Prior to the formal experiment, participants were familiarized with Ternus displays of either typical "element motion" (with an interval of 50ms) or "group motion" (with an interval of 260ms) in a practice block. They were asked to discriminate the two types of apparent motion by pressing the left or the right mouse button, respectively. The mapping between response button and type of motion was counterbalanced across participants. During practice, when an incorrect response was made, immediate feedback appeared on the screen showing the correct response (i.e., element or group motion). The practice session continued until the participant reached a mean accuracy of 95%. All participants achieved this within 120 trials.

### Pre-test

For each participant, the transition threshold between element and group motion was determined in a pre-test session. A trial began with the presentation of a central fixation cross lasting 300 to 500ms. After a blank screen of 600ms, the two Ternus frames were presented, synchronized with two auditory tones \[i.e., baseline: ISIV(isual) = ISIA(uditory)\]; this was followed by a blank screen of 300 to 500ms, prior to a screen with a question mark prompting the participant to make a two-alternative forced-choice response indicating the type of perceived motion (element or group motion). The ISI~V~ between the two visual frames was randomly selected from one of the following seven intervals: 50, 80, 110, 140, 170, 200, and 230ms. There were 40 trials for each level of ISI~V~, counterbalanced with left- and rightward apparent motion. The presentation order of the trials was randomized for each participant. Participants performed a total of 280 trials, divided into 4 blocks of 70 trials each. After completing the pre-test, the proportions of the group motion responses across seven intervals were fitted to the psychometric curve using a logistic function (Treutwein and Strasburger, [@B75]; Wichmann and Hill, [@B82]). The transitional threshold, that is, the point of subjective equality (PSE) at which the participant was likely to report the two motion percepts equally, was calculated by estimating 50% of reporting of group motion on the fitted curve. The just noticeable difference (JND), an indicator of the sensitivity of apparent motion discrimination, was calculated as half of the difference between the lower (25%) and upper (75%) bounds of the thresholds from the psychometric curve.

### Main experiments

In the main experiments, the procedure for presenting visual stimuli was the same as in the pre-test session, except that prior to the occurrence of two Ternus-display frames, an auditory sequence consisting a variable number of 6--8 beeps was presented (see below for the details of the onset of Ternus-display frames relative to that of the auditory sequence). A trial began with the presentation of a central fixation marker, randomly for 300 to 500ms. After a 600-ms blank interval, the auditory train and the visual Ternus frames were presented (see Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), followed sequentially by a blank screen of 300 to 500ms and a screen with a question mark at the screen center prompting participants to indicate the type of motion they had perceived: element vs. group motion (non-speeded response). During the experiment, observers were simply asked to indicate the type of visual motion ("element" or "group" motion) that they perceived, while ignoring the beeps. After the response, the next trial started following a random inter-trial interval of 500 to 700ms.

In Experiment 1, the visual Ternus frames were preceded by an auditory sequence of 6--8 beeps with the geometric mean of inter-stimulus interval \[ISIA(uditory), i.e., ISI~A~\], manipulated to be 70ms shorter than, or 70ms longer than the transition threshold estimated in the pre-test. The \[ISIV(isual), i.e., ISI~V~\] between the two visual Ternus frames was randomly selected from one of the following seven intervals: 50, 80, 110, 140, 170, 200, and 230ms. The total auditory sequence consisted of 6--8 beeps. Visual Ternus frames were presented on most of all trials (672 trials in total) following the last beep; the remaining were catch trials (72 trials) in which the frames were inset in the sound sequence to break up anticipatory processes. For the short time window of the auditory sequence, the time interval from the onset of the first beep to the onset of the first visual frame was less than 2.4 s, and the gap interval between the offset of the last beep and the onset of the first Ternus frame was 150ms. For the long time window, the total interval from the onset of the sound to the first visual frame was 3.2 s. In both the short and long window conditions, two beeps were synchronously paired with two visual Ternus frames. All the trials were randomized and organized in 12 blocks (62 trials for each block).

In Experiment 2, the settings were the same as in Experiment 1, except for the condition: the visual frames were following immediately with the offset of the last beep.

In Experiment 3, we introduced two factors of interval modulations: the mean interval of temporal window and the last auditory interval. The mean auditory inter-intervals and the last auditory intervals could be larger (transition threshold + 70ms) or shorter (transition threshold −70ms) than the threshold between the element- and group- motion percept. Therefore, there were four combinations of the "interval" conditions: both the mean interval and the last interval were shorter (i.e., "MeanSLastS"); the mean interval was shorter but the last interval was longer ("MeanSLastL"); the mean was longer but the last interval was shorter ("MeanLLastS"); and both the mean interval and the last interval were longer ("MeanLLastL"). The onset of the two visual Ternus frames (30ms) was accompanied by a (30-ms) auditory beep (i.e., ISI~V~ = ISI~A~).

In Experiment 4 we compared two auditory sequences: one with its geometric mean 70ms shorter than the transition threshold of the visual Ternus motion (hereafter the "Short" condition), and the other with its geometric mean 70ms longer than the transitional threshold (hereafter the "Long" condition). Instead of randomization of the five auditory intervals (excluding the final synchronous auditory interval with the visual Ternus interval), the last auditory interval before the onset of Ternus display was fixed at the "transitional threshold" for both sequences. The rest four intervals were chosen randomly such that the coefficient of variance (CV) of the auditory sequence was in the range between 0.1 and 0.2, which is the normal range of CV for human observers (Allan, [@B2]; Getty, [@B23]; Penney et al., [@B51]). By this manipulation, we expected to minimize the influence of the potential recency effect caused by the last auditory interval. The audiovisual Ternus frames were appended at the end of these sequences for 85.7% trials (with 672 trials out of 784 trials), in which the Ternus display appeared at the end of the sound sequence (the "onset" of first visual frame was synchronized with 6th beep). The remaining were 112 catch trials, in which 56 trials had the Ternus displays at the beginning of the sound sequence (i.e., the "onset" of the first visual frame was synchronized with the second beep), and the rest 56 trials at middle temporal locations (i.e., the "onset" of the first visual frame was synchronized with the 4th beep). Those catch trials were used to avoid potential anticipatory attending to the visual events appearing at the end of the sound sequence. The total 784 trials were randomized and organized in 14 blocks, with each of 56 trials.

In Experiment 5, we used three types of auditory sequences, in which the mean auditory interval was either *shorter than, equal to* or *longer than* the individual transitional threshold of Ternus motion. The auditory sequence consisted of 8 to 10 beeps, including those accompanying the two visual Ternus frames, with the latter being inserted mainly at the 6th−7th positions (504 trials), and followed by 0--2 beeps (number selected at random), to minimize expectations for the onset of the visual Ternus frames. Two of the beeps (the 6th and the 7th) were synchronously paired with two visual Ternus frames which were separated by a visual ISI (ISI~V~) that varied from 50 to 230ms (for the critical beeps, ISI~V~ = ISI~A~). There were up to two oddball tones (500 Hz) in the sound sequence, while the remaining regular sounds were of 1,000 Hz (including the two beeps synchronous with the two visual frames). Participants completed a dual-task in which they not only made discriminations of the Ternus display ("element motion" vs. "group motion") but also reported the number of oddball sounds (0--2) (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

Results {#s3}
=======

Experiment 1: the effect of short temporal window (with a temporal gap between auditory sequence and visual ternus) vs. long temporal window
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The PSEs for the short window and long window were 149.4 (±5.6, standard error)ms and 141.2 (±4.8)ms. The main effect of temporal window was significant, *F*~(1,\ 13)~ = 6.878, *p* = 0.021, $\eta_{g}^{2}\  = \ 0.346$. The PSEs for short interval and long interval were 145.5(±5.2)ms and 145.0 (±4.8)ms, the main effect of mean interval was not significant, *F*~(1,\ 13)~ = 0.120, *p* = 0.735, $\eta_{g}^{2\ } = \ 0.009.$ The interaction effect between factors of window and interval was not significant, *F*~(1,\ 13)~ = 1.033, *p* = 0.328, $\eta_{g}^{2} = 0.074.$ For the JNDs, both the main effects of temporal window and mean interval were not significant, *F*~(1,\ 13)~ = 3.419, *p* = 0.087, $\eta_{g}^{2} = 0.208\ $and *F*~(1,\ 13)~ = 0.089, *p* = 0.770, $\eta_{g}^{2} = 0.007.$ And the interaction effect between the two factors was not significant, *F*~(1,\ 13)~ = 2.863, *p* = 0.114, $\eta_{g}^{2} = 0.180\ $(Figures [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, **4**).

![Psychometric curves for Experiment 1. Mean proportions of group-motion responses were plotted as a function of the probe visual interval (ISIv), and fitted psychometric curves, were plotted for the auditory sequences with the different lengths of temporal windows and with different (geometric) mean intervals relative to the individual transition thresholds. SW-IntvLong, Short window with long mean auditory inter-interval; SW-IntvShort, Short window with short mean auditory inter-interval; LW-IntvLong, Long window with long mean auditory inter-interval. LW-IntvShort, long window with short mean auditory inter-interval.](fncom-12-00039-g0002){#F2}

Experiment 2: the effect of short temporal window (without a gap between auditory sequence and visual ternus) vs. long temporal window
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The PSEs for the short window and long window were 168.7 (±6.2)ms and 156.2 (±5.7). The PSE for short window was larger than the one in long window, *F*~(1,\ 12)~ = 20.860, *p* = 0.001, $\eta_{g}^{2} = 0.635$. The PSEs for short interval and long interval were 163.8 (±6.0)ms and 161.0 (±5.8), the main effect of mean interval was not significant, *F*~(1,\ 12)~ = 1.869, *p* = 0.197, $\eta_{g}^{2} = 0.135.$ Importantly, the interaction effect between factors of window and interval was significant, *F*~(1,\ 12)~ = 5.090, *p* = 0.044, $\eta_{g}^{2} = 0.298.$ Further simple effect analyses showed that for short interval, the PSE in short window (172.7 ± 7.3ms) was larger than the one (154.9 ± 5.3ms) in long window, *p* = 0.001. For long interval, the PSE in short window (164.7 ± 5.5ms) was larger than the one (157.3 ± 6.4ms) in long window, *p* = 0.034. On the other hand, for the short window, the PSE in short interval (172.7 ± 7.3ms) was larger than the one in long interval (164.7 ± 5.5ms), *p* = 0.044. However, for the long window, the PSEs are equal in both intervals (154.9 vs. 157.3ms for short and long intervals), *p* = 0.377.

For the JNDs, both the main effects of temporal window and mean interval were not significant \[*F*~(1,\ 12)~ = 2.479, *p* = 0.141, $\eta_{g}^{2} = 0.171\ $and *F*~(1,\ 12)~ = 0.282, *p* = 0.605, $\eta_{g}^{2} = 0.023\rbrack.$ The interaction effect between the two factors was not significant, *F*~(1,\ 12)~ = 0.408, *p* = 0.535, $\eta_{g}^{2} = 0.033$ (Figures [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}).

![Psychometric curves for Experiment 2. SW-IntvLong, Short window with long mean auditory inter-interval; SW-IntvShort, Short window with short mean auditory inter-interval; LW-IntvLong, Long window with long mean auditory inter-interval. LW-IntvShort, long window with short mean auditory inter-interval.](fncom-12-00039-g0003){#F3}

![Plotted bars for PSE (point of subjective equality) and JND (just noticeable difference) for Experiments 1 **(Upper)** and 2 **(Down)**. \**p* \< 0.05, \*\**p* \< 0.01, n.s. not significant.](fncom-12-00039-g0004){#F4}

Experiment 3: central tendency effect vs. last interval
-------------------------------------------------------

The PSEs for the short mean interval and long mean interval were 143.2 (±7.4)ms and 135.3(±9.5). The main effect of mean interval was significant, *F*~(1,\ 6)~ = 9.070, *p* = 0.024, $\eta_{g}^{2} = 0.602$. The PSEs for short last interval and long last interval were 155.8 (±9.7)ms and 122.6 (±7.5)ms, respectively. The main effect of last interval was significant, *F*~(1,\ 6)~ = 65.970, *p* = 0.000, $\eta_{g}^{2} = 0.917.$ The interaction effect between factors of mean interval and last interval was not significant, *F*~(1,\ 6)~ = 0.195, *p* = 0.674, $\eta_{g}^{2} = 0.031.$ For the JNDs, the JND in short last interval (24.8 ± 1.3ms) was larger than the one in long last interval (21.5 ± 1.6ms), *F*~(1,\ 6)~ = 11.590, *p* = 0.014, $\eta_{g}^{2} = 0.659.$ However, the main effect of mean interval was not significant, *F*~(1,\ 6)~ = 0.762, *p* = 0.416, $\eta_{g}^{2} = 0.113.$ The interaction effect between the two factors was also not significant, *F*~(1,\ 6)~ = 0.109, *p* = 0.753, $\eta_{g}^{2} = 0.018.$ (Figures [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}).

![Psychometric curves for Experiment 3. MeanSLastS (bold solid line), Mean short interval with long last auditory interval; MeanSLastL(thin solid line), Mean short interval with short last auditory interval; MeanLLastS(bold dashed line), Mean long interval with short last auditory interval; MeanLLastL(thin dashed line), Mean long interval with long last auditory interval.](fncom-12-00039-g0005){#F5}

![Plotted bars for PSE (point of subjective equality) and JND (just noticeable difference) for Experiment 3. \**p* \< 0.05, \*\**p* \< 0.01, and \*\*\**p* \< 0.001.](fncom-12-00039-g0006){#F6}

Experiment 4: central tendency effect but with the last interval fixed
----------------------------------------------------------------------

Here we made formal manipulation by keeping the last interval fixed for the "Short" and "Long" auditory sequences. Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"} depicts the responses from a typical participant. The PSEs were 153.1 (±7.3), 137.9 (±9.1) for the "Short" and "Long" conditions, *t*~(11)~ = 3.640, *p* \< 0.01. Participants perceived more dominant percept of Element motion in the "Short" condition than in the "Long" condition, consistent with the findings of the previous experiments. That is, the auditory ensemble mean still assimilated visual Ternus apparent motion when the last interval of the auditory sequence was fixed. Therefore, the audiovisual interactions we found were unlikely only due to the recency effect.

![Mean proportions of group-motion responses from a typical participant are plotted against the probe visual interval (ISIv), and fitted psychometric curves for the two geometric mean conditions: the "Short" sequence (with the smaller geometric mean) and "Long" sequence (with the larger geometric mean) in Experiment 4.](fncom-12-00039-g0007){#F7}

Experiment 5: central tendency effect with attentional modulation
-----------------------------------------------------------------

The PSEs for the *baseline, short, equal*, and *long* intervals were 135.9(±3.3), 171.1(±8.9), 151.5 (±9.5), and142.1(±7.4)ms, the main effect of mean interval was significant, *F*~(2,\ 39)~ = 9.020, *p* \< 0.001, $\eta_{g}^{2} = 0.410$. Bonferroni corrected comparison showed that the PSE for baseline was smaller than the one in short condition, *p* = 0.014. PSE for short interval condition was larger than the one in equal condition, *p* = 0.01; and the PSE for short interval was also larger than the ones in the equal and long intervals, *p* = 0.019 and *p* = 0.010. However, the PSEs were equal for both "equal" and "long" conditions, *p* = 0.411. The PSEs were equal for both "baseline" and "equal" condition, *p* = 0.603, and were equal between "baseline" and "long" conditions, *p* = 1.

The JNDs for the *baseline, short, equal*, and *long* intervals were 32.2 (±3.7), 39.3 (±5.1), 44.9 (±7.0), and 40.0 (±4.4)ms, respectively. The main effect of mean interval was not significant, *F*~(3,\ 39)~ = 2.741, *p* = 0.056, $\eta_{g}^{2} = 0.174\ $(Figures [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}, [9](#F9){ref-type="fig"}).

![Psychometric curves for Experiment 5. Short (solid line), the mean auditory inter-interval is shorter than the PSE for visual Ternus motion; Equal (dashed line), the mean auditory inter-interval is equal to the PSE for visual Ternus motion; Long (dotted line), the mean auditory inter-interval is longer than the PSE for visual Ternus motion. The PSE ("transitional threshold") of Ternus motion was established by a pre-test for each individual.](fncom-12-00039-g0008){#F8}

![Plotted bars for PSE (point of subjective equality) and JND (just noticeable difference) for Experiments 5, \**p* \< 0.05.](fncom-12-00039-g0009){#F9}

The mean correct rate for reporting the number of oddball sounds was 83.0 ± 3.1%, one sample *T*-test with comparison of 50% showed the correct rate was above the chance level \[*t*~(13)~ = 10.518, *p* = 9.984 × 10^−8^\].

Discussion {#s4}
==========

Central tendency, the tendency of judgments of quantitative properties (lengths, durations etc) for given stimuli to gravitate toward their mean, is one of the most robust perceptual effects. The present study has shown that perceptual averaging of temporal property---auditory intervals, assimilates the visual interval between the two Ternus-display frames, and biases the perception of Ternus apparent motion (either to be dominant "element motion" or dominant "group motion"). This finding is consistent with the large body of literature on temporal-context and central tendency effects, within the broader framework of Bayesian optimization (Jazayeri and Shadlen, [@B35]; Shi et al., [@B62]; Roach et al., [@B58]), whereby incorporating the mean of the statistical distribution in the estimation would assimilate the estimates toward the mean---known as "central tendency effect" (Jazayeri and Shadlen, [@B35]; Burr et al., [@B9]; Karaminis et al., [@B37]).

By using the paradigm of temporal ventriloquism and the probe of visual Ternus display (Chen et al., [@B11]; Shi et al., [@B61]; Chen and Vroomen, [@B12]), we have previously shown that the auditory capture effect upon the visual events, in which the perceived visual interval was biased by concurrently presented auditory events. Observers tended to report the illusory visual (apparent motion) percepts with the concurrent presence of auditory beeps. However, the visual-auditory integration effect is subject to the temporal reference, i.e., the time interval between the critical visual probe and the sound sequence, the mean auditory interval and the critical interval between the last auditory stimulus and the onset of visual events. In our current setting, when the total time interval between the onset of auditory signal and the onset of visual events was above 3 s (3.2 s), it gave rise to a diminished central tendency effect. On the contrary, when this time interval was less than 2.4 s, the shortened time reference increased the likelihood of central tendency effect---materialized in the effect of "geometric" perceptual averaging for auditory intervals upon the visual Ternus motion. These findings indicate a general temporal framework of crossmodal integration. As stated in a theoretical construct of temporal perception, known as the "subjective present"---a mechanism of temporal integration binds successive events into perceptual units of 3 s duration (Pöppel, [@B52]). Such a temporal integration, which is automatic and pre-semantic, is also operative in movement control and other cognitive activities. In this hierarchical temporal model, the temporal reference for temporal binding could be extended but limited within 3 s, together with a memory store (Pöppel, [@B52]; Pöppel and Bao, [@B53]). When the framework exceeds 3 s, the integration of the preceding auditory interval information could be decayed, which hence makes the auditory assimilation effect reduced.

Interestingly, even with the presumed short temporal window (within 2.4 s), by inserting a short temporal gap (150ms) between the offset of the very last beep and the onset of the first visual frame, we found the central tendency effect was reduced, and the effect was similar to the results in long temporal window condition (3.2 s). This finding suggests that the "imminent" and most recent ("immediate") temporal gap before the target visual event is critical for the development of the central tendency effect. This inference is further substantiated by the results from Experiments 2 and 3. In Experiment 2, with the configuration of "short window," we eliminated the short gap (150ms) between the offset of the last beep and the onset of the visual frames. We found that the central tendency effect (short mean interval. vs. long mean interval) reappeared, though it still remains absent in the condition of "long window." Moreover, in Experiment 3, we further found that the assimilation effect of the last interval dominates that of the mean auditory interval. This indicates that the last auditory interval wins the competition over the mean interval in driving the crossmodal assimilation.

However, the central tendency effect was less dependent on attentional modulation. Using the dual-tasks of reporting the percept of visual Ternus motion and the number of oddball stimuli \[i.e., identifying the number of 500 Hz beep(s) within a sound sequence\], we again found the central tendency effect was robust. The observers have invested large attentional resources to obtain the decent performance of counting the oddball sounds. Nevertheless, the performance of crossmodal assimilation effect still survived. Therefore, the central tendency effect as shown in the present study, has demonstrated its automatic and attentional-less demanding nature during crossmodal interaction (Vroomen et al., [@B78]; Wahn and Konig, [@B80]).

The current study has some limitations. Indeed, the temporal reference before the target visual Ternus display includes intervals composed by stimuli with different configurations. The auditory sequence was organized by filled-durations with multiple beeps, and there was a transition of intra-modal perceptual grouping (with sounds) to cross-modal grouping when the last beep was followed by the onset of the first visual Ternus frame (with audiovisual events) (Burr et al., [@B9]). However, the "critical" time window for multisensory integration was presented as an "empty interval" between the two visual frames. Therefore, the visual probe we adopted in current experimental paradigm might restrict the manifestation of assimilation effect, which was probably due to the differential timing sensitivities to the "filled-duration" in auditory sequence vs. "empty-duration" in the visual probe (Rammsayer and Lima, [@B57]; Grondin, [@B24]; Rammsayer, [@B56]). Moreover, the temporal window, as shown in the auditory sequence, covaried with the mean ISIs (mean auditory intervals). This potential confound remains even although we have manipulated the comparisons of durations between the mean ISIs and the critical interval between the two visual frames (Experiments 1, 2, 3, and 5), and tried to tease apart the "central tendency effect" vs. "recency effect" by fixing the last intervals. Further research is needed to elucidate this point.

Taken together, the current study has shown that crossmodal assimilation in temporal domain is shaped by the temporal reference, in which the observers use the temporal information by dynamically averaging the intervals (as they unfold in time sequence) and exploiting the last interval before the target events. The central tendency effect in temporal domain, similar to the central effect associated with other sensory properties such as weights and hues, is adaptively subject to the frame of reference (Hollingworth, [@B34]; Helson, [@B28], [@B29]; Helson and Himelstein, [@B31]; Sherif et al., [@B59]; Thomas and Jones, [@B72]; Helson and Avant, [@B30]; Thomas et al., [@B74]; Hébert et al., [@B27]; Thomas and Strub, [@B73]; Newlin et al., [@B49]; Burr et al., [@B9]; Karaminis et al., [@B37]). Importantly, the temporal information near the target event is critical for crossmodal assimilation, wherein the recency effect prevails over the central tendency effect during the assimilation process (Burr et al., [@B9]; Karaminis et al., [@B37]). Crossmodal assimilation is more dependent on the temporal duration which entails the integration of task-relevant (temporal) information to be efficient within a short window (3 s) in addition to efficient working memory functions (Pöppel, [@B52]; Block and Gruber, [@B5]; Pöppel and Bao, [@B53]). However, the crossmodal assimilation is less subject to another process---attentional modulation (Talsma et al., [@B69]).
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